Oh sweet grief Bennet

Oh sweet grief oh sweet sighs, oh sweet dis-dain-ing

Oh sweet grief oh sweet sighs, oh sweet dis-dain-ing

Oh sweet grief oh sweet sighs, oh sweet dis-dain-ing, oh
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Oh sweet grief Bennet

Oh sweet repulses, oh sweet repulses, sweet wrongs, sweet

Oh sweet repulses, oh sweet repulses, sweet wrongs, sweet

Oh sweet repulses, oh sweet repulses, sweet wrongs, sweet
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wrongs sweet lamenting words sharply sweet,

ment-ting, sweet lamenting, words sharply sweet, and sweetly

ment-ting, sweet lamenting, words sharply sweet, sharply sweet and sweet-

sweet lament-ting, sweet lament-ting, words sharply sweet, words sharply sweet,
Oh sweet grief

sharp-ly sweet

and sweet-ly sharp con-sent-ing and sweet-ly

sharp con-sent-ing, con-sent-ing and sweet-ly sharp

- ly sharp, sweet-ly sharp con-sent-ing, con-sent-ing, words sweet-ly

sweet, and sweet-ly sharp con-sent-ing, con-sent-ing, and sweet-ly
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sharp consenting. Oh sweet unkindness, sweet fears, sweet

sharp consenting. Oh sweet unkindness, sweet fears

sharp consenting. Oh sweet unkindness, sweet

sharp consenting. Oh sweet unkindness, sweet fears,
Oh sweet grief

Bennet

com-plain-ing  
grieve then no more  (my soul)  those deep groans strain-

fears,  sweet com-plain-ing  
grieve then no more (my soul) those deep groans

sweet com-plain-ing  
grieve then no more (my soul) those deep groans
Oh sweet grief

Oh sweet grief

Bennet

Bennet
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shall have relenting, relenting, and sharp disdains, and sharp dis-

now shall have relenting, relenting and sharp disdains re-
guish now shall have relenting and have relenting, and

have relenting, relenting shall have relent
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dains receive their full contenting, contenting.

sharp dis-dains, and sharp dis-dains, receive their full contenting.

ing, and sharp dis-dains receive their full contenting.